Catch-Up Grant Report 2018-19
Q: What is the Catch-Up Grant
A: Catch up Grant funding is additional money schools receive to support students who do not meet national expectations at the beginning of
KS3.
Q: How do we identify students eligible for Catch-Up Grant in 2018-19?
A: The government provide catch-up premium to support students who did not achieve national expectations at KS2 in Reading, Writing or
Mathematics. We use primary school raw scores, our own reading and screening data in English and Maths and CAT (Cognitive Ability Tests)
to identify our Pupil Catch-Up cohort.
Q: How many students does Uckfield College have eligible for Catch-Up Grant in the Y7 2017-18 cohort?
A: 82 students within Y7 cohort (2017-8) were eligible for this grant as they performed below national expectations at the end of KS2.
Q: How much money did Uckfield College receive for Catch-Up Grant last year?
A: £11,000
Q: How was the money spent?
A: We used our Catch-Up grant on interventions through our flexible learning department, learning assistant support & interventions in En & Ma
and Lexia.

Year Group

Number

Boys

Girls

Impact

Cost

Year Seven

82

55

27

English: 65% making expected progress or above

Lexia: second year of a
three year contract. Initial
cost: £7568/3 =£ 2522.
Lexia is used every week in
class for 20 minutes+60

6 completed year seven above target
47 completed year seven on target
27 completed year seven one below target

Year Seven

82

55

27

2 completed year seven two below target

minute homework.
Literacy support in Flexi:
one group of five all
year@£94 a week all year =
£4512
Six groups of three @£94
per session over 8 weeks =
£3666
Reading buddy: 20
minutes per session each
week @£32 an hour, three
students: three members of
staff (TA). Four terms: £448

Maths: 83% making expected progress or above

Maths support:
4 groups of mixed sizes
(two to four), two teachers
(@£66) for five weekly
sessions = £1320
Maths support in Flexi: 7
classes (1:2 and 1:1) for 8
weeks with UPS teacher=
2464

1 completed year seven 2 above target
7 completed year seven 1 above target
60 completed year seven on target
14 completed year seven one below target

Planned interventions for students in receipt of Pupil Catch-Up Grant
Intervention Level

Examples

Indicative Costings

Wave One

CPD for Wave 1 Quality First Teaching;
● Identification of thresholds on seating plans
● Importance of first 5 minutes of lesson
(hook)
● AfL strategies and methods for
differentiation

£1000 for CPD and training
in JPL and at INSET days,
QA of SoL.

Wave Two and Three

1:1, 1:3 and 1:6 English Intervention /
Flexible
Learning (withdrawal with English teacher)
1:1 and 1:4 Maths Intervention (withdrawal
with
Maths teacher)
Reading intervention in English
Accelerated Reader for Y7 and Y8 students
Reading buddy (1:2)
Homework support in Flexi (1:4)

£12,000 towards staff costs:
Lexia: already paid for in year one of three.
Literacy support in Flexi: 1:6 all year@£94 a
week all year = £4512
Six groups of three @£94 per session over 8
weeks = £3666
Reading buddy: 20 minutes per session each
week @£32 an hour, three students: three
members of staff (TA). Four terms: £448

